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NEW QUESTION 1
The Administrator at Cloud Kicks need to automatically route supportcases, regardless of how they are created, to a queue based on case priority.
What tool should the administrator use?

A. Email-to-Case
B. Assignment Rules
C. Auto-Response Rules
D. Web-to-case

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
Cloud Kickshas a Customer success agent going on leave and needs to change ownership on multiple cases.
Which two users are able to fulfill this request? Choose 2 answers

A. A user with Read Permission on account.
B. A user with manager role above the agent.
C. Auser with the System Administrator profile.
D. A user with the Manage Cases Permission

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 3
What data loss considerations should an administrator keep inmind when changing a custom field type from Text to Picklist?
Choose 2 answers

A. There will be no data loss with use of a global value set.
B. Assignment and escalation rules may be affected.
C. Auto updates will be made to Visualforce references to prevent data loss.
D. Any list view based on the custom field is deleted.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 4
Ursa Major Solar uses two different page layouts for Account records. One page layout reflects the fields relatedto customer accounts and another page layout
includes fields for partner accounts. The administrator has assigned the customer account page layout to sales and support users and the partner account layout
to the partner management team.
What should the administrator configure to meet this requirement?

A. Use a public group and a criteria-based sharing rule to share customer accounts with the partner team.
B. Add members of the partner management team to the default Account team for the customer accounts.
C. Grant create, read, edit and delete access to customer accounts on the partner team profile.
D. Create one record type for customer accounts and one record type for partner accounts.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 5
Ursa Major Solar wants to know which of its marketing efforts are helping the team win Opportunities. What should an administrator configure to provide these
insights?

A. Campaign Hierarchy.
B. Campaign Influence
C. Map Custom Lead Fields
D. List Email Activities

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 6
A Sales user is trying to manage Campaign Members for an upcoming networking event. The user can view the Campaign, but add new Campaign Members or
update Member statuses.
How can anadministrator troubleshoot this problem?

A. Create a permission set to allow the user to edit Campaign Members.
B. Provide the user access to both Leads and Contacts to edit all Members.
C. Make sure the Marketing User Checkbox is checked on the user record page.
D. Run a Campaign report and update any Member information via Data Loader.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 7
An administrator at Cloud Kicks needs to export a file of closed won opportunities from the last 90 days. The file should include the Opportunity Name, ID, Close
Date, and Amount.
How should the administrator export this file?

A. Data Export Wizard.
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B. Data Import Wizard.
C. Data Export Wizard.
D. Data Loader.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 8
The administrator has created new users for ten new employees at Northern Trail Outfitters. Why are these users unable to access the account object in the
Salesforce or?

A. Users’ profile requires a sharing rule forAccounts.
B. Users’ profile requires permission to the Account object.
C. Users’ roles are low on the role hierarchy.
D. Organization-wide defaults are set to private.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 9
The Sales manager at DreamHouse Realty wants the sales users to have a quick way to view and edit the Opportunities in their pipeline expected to close in the
next 90 days.
What should an administrator do to accomplish this request?

A. Create a custom report and schedule the sales users to receive it each day as a reminder to update their opportunities.
B. Enable Sales Console and show users how to open a tab for each opportunity in the pipeline that meets the requirements.
C. Create a list view on the Opportunity object and recommend users switch the view to Kanban to edit by drag and drop.
D. Make a new Sales dashboard and add a component that shows all opportunities that meet the criteria.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 10
Aw computing wants to prevent user from updating the Account Annual Revenue field to be a negative value or an amount more than $100 billion.
How should an administrator accomplish this request?

A. Create a validation rule that displays an error if Account revenue is below 0 or greater than 100 billion.
B. Build a scheduled report displayingAccount with Account revenue that is negative or greater than 100 billion.
C. Make the Account Revenue field required on the page layout.
D. Enable the Account Revenue limits in setup, with 0 as minimum and 100 billion as maximum

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 11
Which toolshould an administrator use to identify and fix potential session vulnerabilities?

A. Field History Tracking
B. Setup Audit Trail
C. Security Health Check
D. Organization-Wide Defaults

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 12
The marketing director at Northern Trail Outfitters has requested that the budget field is populated in order for the Lead Status field tobe marked as qualified.
What tool should the administrator use to fulfill this request?

A. Lead Conversion.
B. Require Field.
C. Workflow Rule
D. Validation Rule

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 13
Sales reps miss key fields when filling out on opportunity record through the process. Reps need to move forward Win unable to enter previous stage.
Which three options should the administrator use to address this need? Choose Three answers

A. Enable guided selling.
B. Use Validation Rules.
C. Configure Opportunity Path.
D. Use Flow to mark fields required.
E. Mark fields required on the page layout.

Answer: BCD

NEW QUESTION 14
Which three aspects of standard fields should an administrator customize? Choose 3 answers
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A. Picklist Values
B. Help Text
C. Field history tracking
D. Decimal Places
E. Field name

Answer: ABC

NEW QUESTION 15
The administrator for AW Computing is working with a user who is having trouble togging in to Salesforce. What should the administrator do to identify why the
user Is unable to log in?

A. Review the login history for the user.
B. Check the attempted logins by running the setup audit trail.
C. Pull the password history to ensure the password policy was followed.
D. Reset the security token for the profile.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 16
Northern TrailOutfitters (NTO) has deployed my domain. The Chief Marketing Officer wants to make sure that all of the Salesforce users log in using the branded
login URL. There needs to be a grace period for the user's bookmarks to be updated.
How should the administrator configure the policies in my domain settings?

A. Set the login policy to require login from https://nto.my.salesforce.com
B. Set the Redirect policy to Do Not redirect.
C. Set the redirect policy to Redirect with a warning to the same page within the domain.
D. Set the login policy to prevent login from https://login.salesforce.com

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 17
Universal Containers requires a different Lightning page to be displayed when Accounts are viewed in the Sales Console and in the ServiceConsole.
How should an administrator meet this requirement?

A. Update page layout assignments.
B. Define multiple record types.
C. Assign Lightning pages as app default.
D. Create different user profiles.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 18
Cloud Kicks has a custom object called Shipments. The Company wants to see all the shipment items from an Account page. When an Account is deleted,
theshipments should remain. What type of relationship should the administrator make between Shipments and Account?

A. Shipments should have a lookup to Account.
B. Accounts should have a lookup to Shipments.
C. Shipments should have a master-detail toAccounts.
D. Accounts should have a master-detail to Shipments.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 19
Whatwill happen to the Chatter post in this situation?

A. The pending Chatter post will be canceled.
B. The pending Chatter post will be sent on the 10th of the month
C. The pending Chatter post will be will be paused.
D. The pending Chatter post will be sentin 30 days.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 20
Universal Containers (UC) customers have provided feedback that their supportcases are not
being responded to quickly enough. UC wants to send all unassigned Cases that have been open for more than two hours to an urgent Case queue and alert the
support manager.
Which feature should an administrator configure to meet this requirement?

A. Case Escalation Rules
B. Case Dashboard Refreshes
C. Case Scheduled Report
D. Case Assignment Rules

Answer: D
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NEW QUESTION 21
......
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